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Abstract 
 

For a long time, it thought impossible to find a precise predictor model with a large 
number of independent variables (predictors) and a fewer number of observations 
(replications), since there was a large prediction error in estimating the model. 
Recently, empirical Bayes, the third main strategy in statistics, has provided a new 
approach in solving this problem. In 2007, Srivastava and Kubokawa introduced an 
efficient empirical Bayes estimator, named Crude estimator, and demonstrated its 
superiority over the previously used estimator (least square estimator). Crude 
estimator is based on λ  coefficient in this equation: ( )( ) 1ˆ 1EB t t

pλ
−

=β X X + I X y . 
According to Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007) when the λ  is negative, it should be 
replaced with zero. We showed that when λ  is zero, applying the Crude estimator is 
not possible. In this paper, the Crude estimator has been modified introducing more 
efficient and precise regression model, applicable in all cases with lower amounts of 
prediction error. Then, the model performance was evaluated using datasets of 
important biological phenomena including human disease, protein bioinformatics, 
and microarray gene expression profiling. Cross validation confirmed the accuracy of 
the model based on estimating the prediction error. Precise modeling, presented here, 
can open a new vista in applied statistics when the number of observations is smaller 
than the number of variables. In addition, this model can clarify the main structure 
underlying high-dimensional predictors by reducing the dimensions of variables via 
eigenvalues.  

Keywords: empirical Bayes, gene expression analysis, linear regression model, 
microarray, protein bioinformatics 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Modeling and prediction is one of the major applications of statistics in different 
fields of science such as biology and economics. Nowadays, intelligent data mining 
and knowledge discovery by artificial neural network and decision trees have become 
the important revolutionary issues in prediction and modeling (Roddick et al. (2001); 
Elson (2004); Ebrahimi and Ebrahimie (2010); Ebrahimie et al. (2010); Bijanzadeh et 
al. (2010)). Data mining is based on a large number of observations while in 
important biological events such as rare diseases and gene expression profiling, we 
have to deal with a small number of observations (replications, n ) and a large 
number of affecting factors (independent variables or predictors, p ).  
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Prediction of rare diseases, gene expression profiling, and protein bioinformatics are 
important examples of biology with a large number of variables (regressors) and a 
fewer number of replications where more efficient and accurate models are needed. 
For example, in gene expression analysis, predictors are recorded expression levels of 
individual genes and p  may range up to 30,000 while the number of replications is 
restrict (West (2003)). 

Linear regression is one of the most important employed methods in modeling. 
Coefficients of regression models are determined by minimizing least square errors 
(Montgomery et al. (1982); Rencher et al. (2007)). It was generally accepted by most 
scientists that regression models are not applicable when the number of considered 
variables is bigger than sample size (number of replications). However, in recent 
years, some investigations were carried out aiming to address this problem.  

Two strategies have been proposed to solve this problem: Ridge regression and 
empirical Bayes. Ridge regression is a penalized least squares procedure where 
penalty is applied to minimize the Euclidean norm of the regression coefficient vector 
(Bovelstad et al. (2007)). In the second strategy, West (2003); (2000) and Srivastava 
and Kubokawa (2007) focused on Bayes and empirical Bayes analysis to get a precise 
linear regression model. West (2000) described a novel Bayesian regression approach 
for classification problems with far more predictors than samples. The major 
improvement in this field of application empirical Bayes was obtained by Srivastava 
and Kubokawa (2007). They demonstrated that with fewer observations, estimation 
of the regression parameters vector β , the common used estimator, is not only biased 
but unstable generating a very large prediction error. They suggested empirical Bayes 
(EB) estimators for β  and showed that EB estimators have smaller risks than the 
least square errors resulting more accurate prediction.  

EB methods, rising from Bayesian approach, are a class of methods using data to 
approximate the probability distributions. In fact, EB provides a practical approach 
for estimation of unknown parameters. In classical statistics, unknown parameters are 
assumed as constant values estimating from data. In contrast, in Bayes statistics, 
unknown parameters are assumed as random variables with prior distribution 
function. In most cases, prior distribution or its parameters are unknown limiting 
application of Bayesian method. Empirical Bays has solved this problem by 
estimation of prior distribution function and its related parameters based on data. In 
fact, EB can be considered as the third main avenue in statistics after classical 
statistics and Bayes statistics. Recently, interest in using EB methods continue to 
grow especially in gene expression analysis of microarray experiments (Efron et al. 
(2002); Baseri et al. (2010); Smyth (2004)).  

Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007) introduced Crude estimator (CE) instead of LSE 
and showed it's superiority to other estimators and Ridge regression type estimators  
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such as James–Stein-type estimator, Ridge-principal component estimator, modified 
ridge-regression principal component estimator, Ridge-regression type estimator, 
modified ridge-regression type estimator. To obtain CE, first, eigenvectors 
corresponding to eigenvalues, causing the most variations were calculated based on 
singular value decomposition of observations matrix. Then, dimensional space 
containing regression coefficients was identified and an appropriate estimation for 
coefficients was calculated based on Bayesian methods and proper prior distribution. 
EB estimation was obtained by replacing unknown values in Bayes estimation with 
corresponding estimations based on available data. In estimating CE, it is necessary 
to solve an equation to find the coefficient λ . Assume that λ̂  is the solution of this 
equation. In Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007) was suggested that whenever, the value 
of λ̂  is negative, it should be replaced by zero, that is ( )ˆ,0maxλ λ= . 

Another motivating point is that CE contains a kind of dimension reduction which 
can be very useful in cases with many explanatory variables (dimensions) and smaller 
number of observations by reducing the dimensions of variables and clarifying the 
main dimensions via combinations of eigenvectors. In fact, as well as predicting, EB 
can efficiently be used for elucidating underlying structure in predictor variables.  

Up to now, CE can be assumed as the best choice for linear modeling when the 
number of predictor variables is extremely larger than the number of observations. 
However, according to our investigation, this model has a major problem in 
estimation of negative values of λ̂ and needs to be modified. In the present study, 
first, we improved the model of Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007). Then, the 
performance of the modified EB model was evaluated using three diverse biological 
datasets, including modeling pH range of xylanase enzyme (protein), bone mineral 
density (rare disease), and microarray gene expression analysis. In addition, the 
accuracy of the model in predicting future data for these datasets was tested by cross 
validation method.  
 
 

1. Multiple Linear Regression model 

 
Begin with linear model,  
 

0 nβ + +1y = Xβ ε                                                                                                 (1) 
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where y is the n -vector of responses (dependent variable), X is the n p× matrix 
of predictors 1,..., px x  that centered from their sample means ( n  is number of 
observations), β  is the p -vector of regression parameters ( )1,..., pβ β , 0β  is an 

unknown constant, ( )1,...,1 t
n =1 , and ( )1,..., t

nε ε=ε  is the vector of errors. 

Also, given β , y  has a multivariate normal distribution as 
 

( )2
0~ n nΝ β σ+1y β Xβ In ,                                                                                 (2) 

 
where nI  is n n×  identity matrix. 

 

2. Least Square Estimator (LSE ) 

 

This section describes estimation of LSE in linear regression model in which n  
is substantially smaller than p . From spectral decomposition of tX X and 

tXX we can obtain the singular value decomposition (SVD) of transpose X , 
tX , as: 

 

, ,t t t
r r= =X ADB A A = I BB I                                                            (3) 

 
where A  is the p r×  matrix of r  eigenvectors corresponding to the r  non-zero 
eigenvalues of tX X , ( )1,..., rdiag d dD = , 1 ... rd d≥ ≥ , is the diagonal matrix of 

positive square roots of the r  non-zero ordered eigenvalues of tX X , and B  is the 
r n×  matrix of the r  eigenvectors corresponding to the r  non-zero eigenvalues of 

tXX  which we assumed to be of rank 1r n≤ − .     

With replacing the corresponding value of X  in the linear regression model (1), it 
can be rewritten as 
 

0
t t

nβ + +1y = B DA β ε  

0
t

nβ= + +1 B Dγ ε                                                                                        (4) 
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where  

t= A βγ  
 

Based on the normal equation defined in regression models, the LSEs of β  and 
γ  are as follow: 
 

1ˆ
0 ny nβ − ′= = 1 y , 

( ) 1 1ˆ t -−
DBB D DBy = D Byγ =                                                                              (5) 

 
Using the Moore-Penrose inverse, LSE of β  is given by    
 

( )2 1ˆ ˆt -−
β AD A ADBy = AD By = A= γ                                                                (6) 

 
The distribution of β̂ is as follows 
 

( )2 2ˆ ~ - tΝ σβ A AD Aγp ,                                                                                    (7) 
 

Srivastava and Khatri (1979) showed that β̂  is not an unbiased estimator of β . 
There is a fact that the dimension of the subspace in which the mean of β̂  lies is not 
known. To solve this problem, we can begin with an appropriate selection of r  based 
on the number of non-zero eigenvalues of tX X . It can be found by considering the 
prior distribution of β  which has a mean lying in reduced subspace. Ordinarily, to 
get the dimension of subspace, the following ratio cab be used: 
 

2

1

2

1

m

i
i=

r

i
i=

d

d

∑

∑
 

 

m  is chosen by the experimenters due to their purpose. For example, one may start 
with m  given 99% of the variation and the other one may want to try with 95%, so 
on. 
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3. Empirical Bayes (EB) estimators instead of Least Square 
estimator (LSE) 

 

West (2003) and Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007) demonstrated that when n << p ; 
when X  is "long and skinny", LSE has a high prediction error. They suggested EB 
estimators, as the new avenue in solving this problem. In this section, we review EB 
estimators in linear regression model. 
Suppose that prior distribution of β  that is a singular multivariate normal is given by 
 

( ) ( )2
1 1 1, ~ tNπ σβ V A AVAγ γp ,                                                                         (8) 

 
where V  is a r r×  positive definite matrix, defined by: 
 

C-2 , 0, 0, 2c or cλ λ > = =V = D , 
( ) ( )2 t t

1 2 1 2, , , ,=A = A A γ γ γ  

1 2 1 1 2 1: : : 1 : 1p m, p m , m , m ,× × × ×A A γ γ  

1

t t
1 1 2 2 1m m, and m r m= = = −A A I A A I .                                              (9) 

 
The joint distribution of ( )ˆ ,

t
β βttcan be defined as 

  
( )-2

1 1 2
2

2 2

ˆ
~ ,

t t

p t t
N σ

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

A V + D A AVAAβ
Aβ AVA AVA

γ
γ

                                              (10) 

 

Also, the conditional distribution of β  given β̂  or the posterior distribution of 
β  is 

( )( )1
ˆ~ , ,pN% Wβ β γB Δ  

Where 

 
( )1 1 1

ˆ ˆ, t ,⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦β W I AWA A AWB γ − γ γ  
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( ) ( )1 1-2 -1 -C
0r ,λ

− −
=W = V V + D I + D  

-1ˆˆ tA β D Byγ = =                                                                                             (11) 

and 

( ) 12 -2 tσ
−

= AV V + D VAΔ  

 

The use of expectation of posterior distribution as Bayes estimation is a standard 
practice in the Bayes inference approach. Therefore, ( )1

ˆ ,Wβ γB  is a Bayes estimation 
of β . 

To estimate the value of W  or equivalentlyV , we need to specify 0λ . Thus, this EB 
estimator depends only on the estimators of ( )0 1,λ γ , denoted by ( )0 1

ˆ ˆ,λ γ , and given by:   

 

( ) ( ) ( )1-1 -C
0 1 0 1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ,EB t
C p rλ λ

−⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
β A I A I + D A A Aγ γ − γ − γ .                                    (12) 

 
When 1 1= Aβ γ  then the model (1) can be rewritten as  
 

1 1
t t +y = B DA Aγ ε  

   1 1
t += B D γ ε ,                                                                                                (13) 

and the LSE of 1γ  is given by 

-1
1 1 1ˆ = D B yγ , 

( ) ( )t t
1 2 1 2, , ,t =D D D B B B , 

1 2 1: , :m n m n× ×B B , 

t t
1 1 2 2 1,

1m m and m r m= = = −B B I B B I  

( ) ( )1 1 2 1, ..., , ,...,m m+ rdiag d d diag d d= =D D . 

 
Applying the least squares theory, an estimator of 2σ  is given by 
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( )

2

2
ˆ

ˆ
1

t t
ny

r n
n r

σ
− −

= <
− +

y 1 B DA β
.                                                  (14) 

Using (10), it is possible to obtain the marginal distribution of β̂  which has a 
singular distribution. Then, ˆ ˆtA β = γ  has a non-singular multivariate normal 
distribution given by 
 

( )1 2 C-2 -2
0ˆ ,

0rN∼ σ λ
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

D + D
γ

γ                                                                          (15) 

 
In cases that 1γ  and 2σ  are known, the moment estimator of λ  is obtained by solving 
 

( ) 11 1C-2 -2 2
0ˆ ˆ

0 0

t

aλ σ
−⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

D + D
γ γ

γ − γ −                                                      (16) 

 
where a  is chosen appropriately to get biased or unbiased estimator. 

If 1γ  and 2σ  are not known, we use their estimates given by Srivastava and 
Kubokawa (2007) and Smyth (2004), respectively. Thus, estimation of 0λ  can be 
obtained by solving the equation: 
 

1t C-2 -2 2
2 0 2 2 2ˆ ˆ ˆaλ σ

−
⎡ ⎤ =⎣ ⎦D + Dγ γ                                                                                 (17) 

where 

-1
2 2 2 2 1ˆ ˆ : 1and m= ×D B yγ γ . 

 
In which 0̂λ  is defined by ( )*

0̂ , 0maxλ λ=  and *λ  is solution of above 
equation.  

 

4.1. Crude estimator (CE) 

 

Recently, Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007) introduced Crude estimator based on 
empirical Bayes. They demonstrated that this estimator has a smaller risk in 
estimation of vector of regression parameters β  comparing to the other estimators 
including least square (LS). 
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In CE estimation method,  
 

( )( ) 1ˆ 1EB t t
pλ

−
= X X + I X yβ                                                                              (18) 

 
where ( )ˆ,0maxλ λ=  and λ̂  can be obtained by solving this equation   

 

( ) 1
t

2

ˆ
2

ˆ

t
n

n
λ

σ

−
+

= −
y XX I y

                                                                                (19) 

 
and estimator of 2σ̂  is defined in equation [14] when r n< . According to 
Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007), in this equation, when ˆ 0λ < , it can be 
replaced with zero.   

 

4.2. Modification of Crude Estimator 

 

In this section, we discuss the need to modify CE of Srivastava and Kubokawa 
(2007). In the following formula of estimation regression parameters by CE: 
 

( )( ) 1ˆ 1EB t t
pλ

−
= X X + I X yβ  

 
When ˆ 0.7nλ > , the model works properly. However, In Srivastava and Kubokawa 
(2007) was suggested that when ˆ 0λ < , it can be replaced by zero. By precise 
consideration of the above formula, you see when you assume 0λ = , ( )( )1t

pλX X + I  
is infinite. As a result, the matrix is not invertible, and it is not possible to estimate β  
(vector of regression parameters). This is one of the fundamental problems for using 
CE. 

Our study showed that in a large number of cases, λ̂  is negative, and the model is not 
applicable. In addition, there are some cases in which equation of [19] can't be 
solved, that is, there is not any λ̂  in real numbers such that satisfies in the equation. 
Thus, λ 's value can't be identified. In this situation CE can't be used.  

To solve these problems, diverse datasets were studied. According to our practical 
examinations, where n  is number of observations, 
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ˆ ˆ 0.7
ˆ0.7 0.7 (19) '

if n

n if n or equation can t be solved

λ λ
λ

λ

⎧ >⎪= ⎨
≤⎪⎩

. 

 
it is the best approximate of λ  and clearly increases accuracy and efficiency of the 

linear regression model.  
 

 

5. Cross validation 

 
Given a dataset and a model for predicting that dataset, cross validation can be a 
highly effective method in testing accuracy of model in predicting future data Moore 
et al. (1994). Indeed Cross-validation is one of several approaches for evaluating how 
well the model you've just learned from some training data is going to perform on 
future as-yet-unseen data 

Assume random error has zero mean, also the suitable curve regression contains a 

characteristic which is if value Y  exists in point x , the value ( )f x  is the best 
estimation of Y . Cross validation approach can find the situation of new data 
according to the situation of previous ones Green et al. (1994). The mean value of 

sum of ( )( )2ˆY f x−  named prediction error estimates by cross validation. We used 
cross validation for comparing the preciseness of our model with the previous Crude 
estimator model of Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007). 

 

6. Data examples 

 

6.1. First example: Analysis of bone mineral density disease by different 
prediction models 

 

This example concerns mineral density disease (data obtained from Golbahar et al. 
(2004)). The study aimed to predict bone mineral density (dependent variable or 
response) based on 17 factors (independent variables, regressors) of only 13 patients 
[17].  
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By solving the equation (19), ˆ 1.6084822λ = −  was obtained. We assumed m=12, 

because 2 2

1 1

99.5%
12 17

i i
i= i=

d d =∑ ∑ . It means that only square of 12 eigenvalues 

(variables) could explain   99.5% of total variability. 

To compare different models, several analyses were carried out including modeling 
by LSE (common multiple linear regression model), empirical Bayes model by Crude 
estimator with 2510λ −=  (an approximate close to zero, based on Srivastava and 
Kubokawa (2007), empirical Bayes model by Crude estimator 0.7 9.1nλ = =  (the 
suggested coefficient in this study). To test previously introduced coefficient, 
estimation of regression parameters with 0λ =  (suggested value by Srivastava and 
Kubokawa, 2007) was not possible; we used 2510− , a value close to zero. Table 1 
compares the prediction results of different models.  

In table 1, Y column shows the actual values of mineral density. A precise model 
must generate response more close to this actual value. Y_ls is the prediction 
outcome by LSE. As it can be seen in Table 1, the predicted values by LSE are 
inaccurate, and there is relatively a large distance between the actual values and the 
predicted values by LSE. It clearly shows that LSE is inefficient in the case of fewer 
observations than variables, confirming the results of Srivastava and Kubokawa 
(2007). 

The result of 2510λ −=  assumption (approximately zero, based on Srivastava and 
Kubokawa, 2007) is shown in Y_C0 column of (Table 1). As it can be inferred from 
(Table 1), the results are not acceptable. As a result, when the λ  is negative, it is 
incorrect to replace that with zero. 

We changed λ  to 2510−  and 0.7 9.1n =  ( 13n = , in this example). The results are 
presented in Y_C0 and Y_C of Table 1, respectively. Table 1 shows that our 
proposed coefficient in this study, 9.1λ = , predicts the response efficiently and more 
closely to actual values than other assumptions. In this case, coefficient of 
determination of the model (the ratio of explained variability by model to the total 
variability) was 99.9% ( )2 99.9%R =  confirming efficiency of the model. In fact, the 
coefficient of determination increased from just 90.04% in LSE to 99.9% in Crude 
estimator with 0.7 9.1nλ = =  achieving more efficiency and accuracy. 

To evaluate the accuracy of the model, we used the prediction error estimates by 
cross validation method. We got mean value of prediction error estimates equal to 
0.00043 for the model with modified Crude estimator. The small value of mean 
prediction error is evidence confirming high accuracy and efficiency of the model. 
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6.2. Second example: Analysis of protein bioinformatics by modified Empirical 
Bayes model 

 

Nowadays, there is a great interest in unraveling different characteristics of highly 
thermostable and halostable proteins (Ebrahimi et al. (2011); Ebrahimie et al. (2011); 
Lakizadeh et al. (2011)). Xylanase is an important protein in industry. The most 
important application of xylanase enzyme is bio-bleaching in pulp industry. 
Xylanases used in the paper industry are eco-friendly because they reduce the amount 
of toxic chlorine used in the pulp pre-bleaching process. Industry needs xylanases 
which can tolerate a wide range of pH Natesh (1999).  

There is a great interest in protein bioinformatics to predict the pH tolerance of new 
xylanases (before their generation in laboratory) using protein sequence attitudes. 
This prediction and modeling allows scientists to smartly manipulate the sequence of 
existence protein by amino acid substitution method or mutation to produce super 
enzymes for industry. However, the problem is that while you can calculate a large 
number of features (properties or independent variables) for a protein sequence, the 
number of xylanase tolerating wide pH range is limited causing modeling situation 
with large p  and fewer n . The goal in this example was to predict pH range of 
protein using a dataset containing 73 features (variables) and only 22 observations 
(replications). 

After practical consideration of data, the value of λ  was equal ˆ 429.9λ λ= = . 

Since
2 2

1 1

99.5%
21 73

i i
i= i=

d d =∑ ∑ , we assumed m=21. It means that from 73 eigenvalues 

only 21 eigenvalues induce 99.5% of total variability. As mentioned before, one of 
the strong points of this modeling is reducing the number of dimensions to effective 
main variables. 

Table 2 compares the efficiency of modeling by LS method and Crude estimator 
(empirical Bayes). Table 2 clearly shows that modeling by Crude estimator produces 
the outputs very close to actual values confirming the superiority of CE to LSE. 
Coefficient of determination for CE was 99. 95% ( )2 99.95%R = . 

 

6.3. Third example: microarray analysis gene expression 
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Gene expression profiling particularly by microarray is one of the most important 
motivating points in introducing new statistical methods. Regarding high efficiency 
of empirical Bayes, there are a large number of investigations in recent years aiming 
to employ empirical Bayes in gene expression profiling and gene identification [6, 
14]. In gene expression profiling, predictors (independent variables) are genes and p  
may range up to 30,000. The predictor variables are recorded expression levels of 
individual genes, and the responses are clinical or physiological outcomes [6].  
In this example, we concerned the microarray data of somatic embryogenesis in 
soybean (obtained from Thibaud-Nissen et al. (2003). Globular somatic embryos 
were induced from immature adaxial side of soybean cotyledons placed on high 
levels of the auxin 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) in a four week period 
(necessary time for the development of globular embryos). The response was the 
percent of somatic embryogenesis induction on explants. The expression levels of 
495 genes (predictors) with only eight replications (observation, n) were studied 
during somatic embryogenesis by empirical Bayes and LS estimators. After solving 
the equation, ˆ 0.0023347λ = −  was obtained.  
Table 3 presents the comparison of different models including modeling by LSE 
(common multiple linear regression model), empirical Bayes model by Crude 
estimator with 3010λ −= , 1010λ −=  and 0.7 5.6nλ = =  (the suggested coefficient in 
this study). Similar to previous examples, the best coefficient when λ̂  is negative was 

0.7nλ = , and this model explained 99.99% of variation. This development of 
empirical Bayes regression facilitates the use of high-dimensional predictors in gene 
expression analysis and opens a new avenue in discovering gene networks and 
pathways. 

As presented in Table 3, interestingly, by improving estimators from LSE to modified 
CE (with 0.7 5.6nλ = = ), coefficient of determination (R2) sharply increased from 
0.2% to 99.999%. Moreover, the mean value of prediction error estimates was 
0.0000501 for this model. The small value of mean prediction error can prove the 
high accuracy and efficiency of the model. 

 

7. Results (λ  for Crude estimator) 

 

In this paper, a linear multiple regression model with fewer observations than the 
number of predictor variables was considered. Consistent with Srivastava and 
Kubokawa (2007), by using three different biological datasets, we have shown that 
the least squares estimator (LSE) of the vector of regression parameters β  have a  
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very large prediction error. In contrast, we showed that EB estimators have smaller 
prediction error than LSE. 

In the next step, we discussed the improvement of the previously reported EB 
regression model by Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007) called Crude estimator (CE). 
Estimation of vector of regression parameters in CE method is based on λ  coefficient 
in this equation: ( )( ) 1ˆ 1EB t t

pλ
−

= X X + I X yβ . We showed when the value of λ̂  is 
negative, it is not correct to replace that by zero (as previously suggested by 
Srivastava and Kubokawa (2007)), because with this assumption ( )( )1t

pλX X + I  is 
not invertible. As a result, the above formula has no answer and cannot result 
regression parameter vector.  
Given one practical consideration, we suggested 
 

( )( ) 1ˆ 1EB t t
pλ

−
= X X + I X yβ  

( ) 1
t

2

ˆ
2

ˆ

t
n

n
λ

σ

−
+

= −
y XX I y

 

ˆ ˆ 0.7
ˆ0.7 0.7 (19) '

if n

n if n or equation can t be solved

λ λ
λ

λ

⎧ >⎪= ⎨
≤⎪⎩

. 

 
Testing different datasets demonstrated that this estimation for λ  sharply and clearly 
improved efficiency of models. In addition, Crude estimator has answer in all cases.  

 

 

8. Concluding remarks and future possible application 

Many experts consider empirical Bayes as the third main strategy in statistics. The 
need for employing empirical Bayes also arises from the fact that the number of non-
zero eigen values of tX X  is usually unknown. Thus, the dimension of the subspace 
in which the mean of β̂  lies is unknown. 

The modified CE can be useful in clarifying structure underlying high-dimensional 
predictors, since this empirical Bayes regression is a type of multivariate analysis. 
The selection of main dimensions (m) selection is up to examiner’s view. It is  
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possible to use the 2 2

1 1

m r

i i
i= i=

d d∑ ∑  ratio. For example, examiner defines m for ratio 

equal to 99%. It means a number of descending ordered eigenvalues covering 99% of 
variability. 

 

Efficient and accurate modeling, obtained here by modification of Crude estimator 
can open in new vista in practical statistics, because modeling of phenomena with 
larger number of independent variables than observations is possible. These 
achievements can dramatically influence different scientific disciplines, particularly 
biology. Rare diseases, microarray gene expression analysis, and tissue culture 
experiments are the examples of these phenomena, since increasing the number of 
observations (replications) is not affordable due to the nature of phenomena or their 
highly economic costs. 
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Tables 

 

Table 1: Comparison of modeling by different methods using mineral density dataset 
 

No. 
(observation, n = 

13) 
 

Y 
(Actul 
value) 

Y_ls 
(prediction by 
LSE estimator) 

Y_C0 
(prediction 
by Crude 
estimator   
λ=10-25, 

Srivastava 
method) 

Y_C 
(prediction by 

modified Crude 
estimator λ = 0.7n 

= 9.1) 

1 0.68 0.8252772 0.7784615 0.6796385 
2 0.85 0.6750917 0.7784615 0.8502234 
3 0.64 1.0734981 0.7784615 0.6460468 
4 0.78 0.6971796 0.7784615 0.7827064 
5 0.77 0.6670483 0.7784615 0.7673444 
6 0.83 0.6670483 0.7784615 0.8374064 
7 0.79 0.8374360 0.7784615 0.7920385 
8 0.78 0.7959753 0.7784615 0.7764177 
9 1.04 0.6005833 0.7784615 1.0335758 

10 0.80 0.8707053 0.7784615 0.7988682 
11 0.87 0.7696873 0.7784615 0.8682511 
12 0.52 0.8164097 0.7784615 0.5175582 
13 0.77 0.6606752 0.7784615 0.7699248 

Coefficient of 
Determination  

(R2) 
 0.9004 0.9775445 0.9999783 

Cross validation   0.033921 0.00043 
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Table 2: Comparison of the modeling efficiency between least square method and 
Crude estimator in protein bioinformatics data  
 
No. 

(observation, 
n ) 

Y 
(Actual response, 

pH range) 

Y_ls 
(prediction by Least 
Square estimator) 

Y_C 
(prediction by Crude 

estimator) 

1 3.0 3.0414576 3.0000118 
2 4.0 5.4452857 3.9999950 
3 0.5 7.0718161 0.5000462 
4 4.0 6.7851466 4.0000149 
5 1.0 7.5894497 1.0000230 
6 4.7 3.1961093 4.6999910 
7 3.1 0.6023857 3.1000359 
8 3.0 4.7507216 2.9999620 
9 0.6 4.6730216 0.6000243 
10 0.2 4.4371186 0.1999862 
11 6.0 4.1928801 6.0000090 
12 7.0 4.7645279 6.9999768 
13 6.0 0.6443653 5.9999477 
14 4.0 2.0228184 4.0000533 
15 3.0 4.8661313 3.0000425 
16 5.0 3.6931024 5.0000041 
17 7.0 2.9227417 6.9999368 
18 6.5 3.0719017 6.4999648 
19 5.0 7.2498874 4.9999892 
20 7.0 2.8627370 6.9999901 
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Table 3: Comparison of the modeling efficiency between least square method and 
Crude estimator in microarray data  
 

Y_C 
(prediction by 

modified 
Crude 

estimator λ = 
0.7n = 5.6) 

Y_C1 
(prediction by 

Crude estimator   
λ=10-10) 

Y_C0 
(prediction 
by Crude 
estimator   
λ=10-30, 

Srivastava 
method) 

Y-ls 
(prediction by 

LSE 
estimator) 

Y 
(Actul 
value, ) 

N 
(observat
ion, n = 

8) 

0.0000572465 0.5624998 0.5625 0.808898 0 1 
0.0004817254 0.5624998 0.5625 0.91013288 0 2 

0.4997696 0.5624999 0.5625 0.81068499 0.5 3 
0.4999844 0.5624999 0.5625 0.93873261 0.5 4 
0.5001520 0.5625000 0.5625 0.80020690 0.5  
1.000261 0.5625002 0.5625 -0.11622910 1 6 

0.9995403 0.5625002 0.5625 0.08814362 1 7 
0.9997540 0.5625002 0.5625 0.25943051 1 8 

0.9999998 0.6750003 0.675 0.1967161 Coefficient of 
Determination, R2 

0.0000501 0.13375 0.13375  Cross validation 
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